FOCUS ON PEOPLE
STAY HEALTHY
ENJOY TRANSPARENCY
MASA
BUREAU
SCRIVANIA
DESK
ESCRITORIO
Utilizzalo con le staffe SLALOM.
Use it with SLALOM brackets.
Utilisez-le avec supports SLALOM.

Potrai sostituirlo con ECOdesk.
You can replace it with ECOdesk.
Vous pouvez le remplacer par ECOdesk.
STANDING
FREE—
STANDING
FREE—
STANDING
Flessibilità 0-360° con il pannello in policarbonato...
Flexibility 0-360° with the polycarbonate panel....
Flexibilité 0-360° avec le panneau en polycarbonate...

...O rigidità con il pannello in acrilico.
...Or rigidity with the acrylic panel.
...Ou rigidité avec le panneau acrylique.
SPOT THE #3 DIFFERENCES!

Yes, you’re right!
1. Sunglasses ✓
2. T-Shirt ✓
... but you’re missing
3. Our New Invisible Antibacterial Treatment

SAME GREAT DESIGN
BUT ONE IS ANTIBACTERIAL!
Living in healthy environments is important for our health. As a matter of fact, we spend 90% of our lives in indoor spaces and up to one-third at work. The main source of indoor pollution is due to almost invisible biological agents, such as bacteria, mildew and mushrooms that propagate through the air. This is the cause of slight or imperceptible nuisances that have consequences on mood, productivity and perception of space, but that can also lead to serious disorders such as allergies and asthma.

No bacteria allowed!

Coronavirus emergency brought the focus back to cleaning and sanitization issues. For this reason, we have decided to launch a new collection with antimicrobial properties. This special treatment involves the use of silver ions, which are a natural antimicrobial. Coming into contact with mushrooms, mildews and bacteria, these ions have the ability to alter their metabolism and therefore inhibit the growth of the bacteria. By treating our fabrics with silver microparticles, we provide our products with hygiene benefits and antimicrobial protection. Our collection gets antibacterial, anti-odor and antistatic properties, that allow our panels to be used in a wide range of commercial end-use areas, including office spaces, schools and restaurants. Thanks to this treatment, panels are safe and bacterial growth does not occur. In this way products around you remain sanitized over time.

#Designagainstthevirus – Cleaning recommendations

Today it is even clearer that our surroundings must undergo good sanitation practices. Starting from a healthy product, able to prevent the growth of a wide range of bacteria, it is mandatory to adopt good hygiene rules against viral agents. All panels with antibacterial treatment are cleanable with a chlorine or alcohol-based diluted liquid, as recommended by the WHO against the virus. This simple superficial procedure allows the panel to remain safe, without removing the antimicrobial treatment from it. In addition, the same basic principles for care and maintenance are still valid: use regularly a vacuum-cleaner with smooth spout or brushes with soft bristles or upholster professional cleaners regularly to remove dust and dirt.

#Cleaning procedures

Living in healthy environments is important for our health. As a matter of fact, we spend 90% of our lives in indoor spaces and up to one-third at work. The main source of indoor pollution is due to almost invisible biological agents, such as bacteria, mildew and mushrooms that propagate through the air. This is the cause of slight or imperceptible nuisances that have consequences on mood, productivity and perception of space, but that can also lead to serious disorders such as allergies and asthma.

No bacteria allowed!

Coronavirus emergency brought the focus back to cleaning and sanitization issues. For this reason, we have decided to launch a new collection with antimicrobial properties. This special treatment involves the use of silver ions, which are a natural antimicrobial. Coming into contact with mushrooms, mildews and bacteria, these ions have the ability to alter their metabolism and therefore inhibit the growth of the bacteria. By treating our fabrics with silver microparticles, we provide our products with hygiene benefits and antimicrobial protection. Our collection gets antibacterial, anti-odor and antistatic properties, that allow our panels to be used in a wide range of commercial end-use areas, including office spaces, schools and restaurants. Thanks to this treatment, panels are safe and bacterial growth does not occur. In this way products around you remain sanitized over time.

#Designagainstthevirus – Cleaning recommendations

Today it is even clearer that our surroundings must undergo good sanitation practices. Starting from a healthy product, able to prevent the growth of a wide range of bacteria, it is mandatory to adopt good hygiene rules against viral agents. All panels with antibacterial treatment are cleanable with a chlorine or alcohol-based diluted liquid, as recommended by the WHO against the virus. This simple superficial procedure allows the panel to remain safe, without removing the antimicrobial treatment from it. In addition, the same basic principles for care and maintenance are still valid: use regularly a vacuum-cleaner with smooth spout or brushes with soft bristles or upholster professional cleaners regularly to remove dust and dirt.

VIVERE IN AMBIENTI SANSI E’ IMPORTANTE PER LA NOstra Salute.

È un dato di fatto che trascorreremo il 90% della nostra vita in luoghi chiusi e fino a un terzo nei luoghi di lavoro. La principale fonte di inquinamento in ambienti interni è dovuta ad agenti biologici quasi invisibili, come batteri, muffe e funghi che si propagano attraverso l’aria. Questa è la causa di fastidi lievi o impercettibili che hanno conseguenze sull’umore, sulla produttività e sulla percezione dello spazio, ma è anche causa di disturbi gravi come allergie ed asma.

VIETATO L’ACCESSO AI BATTERI!

L’emergenza da Covid-19 ha riportato l’attenzione sulle tematiche di pulizia e igienizzazione. E’ per questo motivo che abbiamo deciso di lanciare una nuova collezione con proprietà antibatteriche. Questo trattamento speciale si basa su un antimicrobico naturale: gli ioni di argento. Entrando in contatto con funghi, muffe e batteri, essi hanno la capacità di alterare il metabolismo e di inibire quindi la crescita. Trattando i nostri tessuti con microparticelle di argento, siamo in grado di assicurare una protezione antimicrobica, conferendo allo stesso tempo proprietà antibatteriche, antiodore e antistatiche ai nostri prodotti, che possono quindi essere utilizzati all’interno di una vasta gamma di spazi, quali uffici, scuole, ristoranti. Sulle nostre collezioni così trattate non avverrà quindi crescita batterica e si manterranno igienizzate intorno a te.

#DESIGNAGAINSTTHEVIRUS: L’IMPORTANZA DELLA PULIZIA

Oggi è ancora più chiaro l’ambiente che ci circonda debba essere sottoposto a pratiche di igienizzazione corrette. Partendo da un prodotto sano, in grado di impedire la propagazione di una vasta gamma di batteri, è importante affiancare tutte le norme igieniche contro la diffusione del Coronavirus. I pannelli con trattamento antibatterico possono essere sanificati con una soluzione diluita in cloro o alcool, come consigliato dall’OMS. Tale procedura, semplice e superficiale, garantisce una pulizia corretta, senza però infilare l’azione antibatterica data dal trattamento. Infine, rimangono validi i principi di base per una corretta manutenzione: utilizzare regolarmente un asprapolvere con beccuccio liscio o spazzole con setole morbide o detergenti professionali per tamponezza per rimuovere polvere e sporco.
DON’T LOOK FAR AWAY TO BE SAFE!

I nostri prodotti sono adatti per la manutenzione.
Our products are suitable for maintenance.
Nos produits sont adaptés à la maintenance.
Many people have suddenly found themselves working remotely. Someone is working from home, someone in their offices but need to connect with teammates in different locations. For sure, once back (we can’t wait!) we’ll integrate all those new technologies in our daily work experience. Get your meeting ready for a proper acoustic conditions!

Beaucoup de personnes se sont soudainement retrouvées à travailler à distance. Les uns travaillent à domicile, les autres au bureau, mais avec la nécessité de se connecter avec ses propres coéquipiers dans différents endroits. Bien sûr, une fois de retour (nous avons hâte!), nous intégrerons toutes ces nouvelles technologies dans notre expérience de travail quotidienne. Préparez votre réunion pour de bonnes conditions acoustiques!
MILLERIGHE con trattamento ANTIBATTERICO.
MILLERIGHE avec traitement ANTIBACTÉRIEN.

ECOwall con trattamento ANTIBATTERICO.
ECowall with ANTIBACTERIAL treatment.
ECOwall avec traitement ANTIBACTÉRIEN.